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Match Report and Results Bulletin

15 October 2022

The only way we could have had a more perfect Fall day to shoot our October match would have been to wait until

Sunday. But we didn’t and since we had three of the usual suspects show up and one newcomer to our high power

program we shot on Saturday. Mark shot extremely well with his iron sighted AR-15 and took Match Winner honors with

a Master class score of 472-8x. This was just 4 x’s less than Steve Possehl’s 472-12x  iron sighted service rifle range record

score shot back in 2015. Jeff Heisler took the high scope sighted category with a 424-3x missing a Sharpshooter level

score by just one point.

Our next match will be a High Power Vintage Military Rifle match on November19 th.  You have plenty of time to get your

old war horse out of the gun safe, oiled up and sighted in ready for competition. Our new loading procedure for the rapid

fire stage of that match is much more M1 Garand friendly and will make the match a bit more enjoyable for those of you

who are Garand fans.

As always, my thanks to the shooters who showed up for their support and help in putting on the match. I hope to see

more than four of you at the VMR, our final high power match for 2022.

Dick Chadwick, Match Director

Results Bulletin

Metallic Sights

Name                      Class        Rifle         Standing       Sit/Kneel     Prone          Prone       Aggregate         Place

Caliber         Slow             Rapid          Rapid           Slow

Swierczek, M.      EX               AR-15         86-0X           97-1X           95-1X           194-6X       472-8X Match Winner

.223

Banta, G.               MK             AR-15          86-0X           69-1X           63-0X           171-1X      389-2X

.223

Optical Sights

Heisler, J.              MK            AR-15          80-0X           80-0X           90-1X          174-2X       424-3X 1st Optical Sights

.223

Moore, R.             MK(T)        AR-15         58-0X           65-0X            83-1X           150-1X       356-2X

.223

100 points possible each stage (200 prone slow), 500 points possible. Match Winner:(high overall score}, (T): Temporary

NRA Classification. Classification card will be issued after 150 rounds have been fired in competition, MA: Master, EX:

Expert, SS: Sharpshooter, MK: Marksman, UNC: Unclassified, (SR):  Service Rifle, (MR):  Match Rifle.




